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 Remembering what caused the oil price collapse of 2014-16…?

 Have the roles of key players changed further?

 Where are we in the adjustment process?

 “Lower for longer” -- but how much lower and how much longer?

 What do 2016 global oil balances look like? How big is the stock overhang?

 What is going on in the main US shale areas?

 Financials are indeed more important than operating environment

 Economic Darwinism takes its time (“slower for longer” at the altar of price recovery)

 Has Paris-Cop21 changed things?

 Which outside and inside factors now have the most influence on oil markets?

Outline

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago
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 The prime cause of the oil price collapse was not Opec’s Nov. 27 decision and its 

renewal earlier this month, Opec’s decision was a reaction to something else.

 The birth of the “Shale Era” caused the price collapse; changing the rules oil 

markets have lived by for decades and the roles of the main players.

 The Shale Era is more about how geologists think about their job than about the 

tools and information they have. Prices played no role and technology only contributed 

to the rapid rate of growth, not the fundamental events.

 Source rock as a target -- rather than being an academic afterthought -- brought 

about the US shale surge; not horizontal drilling, not multilateral wells, not hydraulic 

fracturing.

 The oil world is now confronted with a new, huge, producible resource base and 

has so far been able to produce it economically at prevailing prices and costs.

 Saudi Arabia couldn’t change the resource or the knowledge base, so they have 

chosen to try to change the economics..

How and Why Did The 2014-16… Price Collapse Happen?

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?       
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 The current dance features a stand-offish prima ballerina Saudi Arabia twirling Opec 

partners and non-Opec potential contributors to a panic-y crude production cut.

 Each act draws the applause of the paper market price bulls, cash-strapped oil 

producing companies and fiscally strained producer countries, but plumps prices.

 The size of the cut required to dry up both a 2 million-3 million b/d daily surplus and 

attack an accumulated surplus approaching a billion barrels, would be on the order of 

5 million b/d, by far the largest cut ever made by Opec, with or without non-Opec help.

 And if it were to work and drive up oil prices, its success could also turn out to be its 

failure, if US shale production quickly and effectively returns from the shale patch.

 Not that getting to an agreement that meets Saudi shared-burden criteria is any 

walk in the park. Effectively bringing Iran, Iraq and even Libya into a pact is no easy 

matter. If history is any guide, having Russia as a partner leads to disappointment.

 The alternative of continuing to leave the market to its own devices, makes US 

shale producers and other non-Opec suppliers that cut production involuntarily due to 

low prices part of the solution, while rising prices make them again part of the 

problem, adding to Iraq, Iran and maybe even Libya

Changing Roles for Key Players: Who’s Doing What & Why?

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
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 Prices declines exceeded what all but the most stubborn price bears expected. But it 

hasn’t been enough; the surplus is still large and the associate inventory overhang is 

growing. More time is needed for the Opec/Saudi low-price, market-share 

“experiment” to work.

 The current twin-pronged strategy includes using the leverage of growing fiscal pain 

of other Opec members and potential non-Opec participants to bring them to the table.

 Besides the unsatisfying progress on the supply-side, sluggish demand effects

deserve considerable blame for not yet finding a sustainable market clearing price. Not 

only have price effects been sluggish, the normal positive thrust to the economy has 

back-fired as the speed and volatility of the price decline is now reenforcing, rather 

than countering, a growing global economic malaise.

 What some expected to take a quarter of oil prices in the $40-$60 range, has taken 

more than a year and is threatening to year up another year in 2016, at least. This 

year could be the “Year of the Unwanted Inventory” as price volatility jars the shape of 

forward crude price curves, putting storage economics in and out of the money.

 If contango stays sufficient to justify holding stocks, the concerns shift to the 

availability of adequate storage capacity, both onland and floating. This could be a 

good year to be in the tanker business – as well as a bankruptcy lawyer.

Where Are We in the Process?

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
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 Absent significant economic events 2016 demand growth is expected to be slower 

at 1.3 million b/d with non-Opec supply up 820,000 b/d vs. 2015 levels of 1.78 

million b/d and 1.77 million b/d respectively. Inventories continue to rise prices wobble.

 Opec NGL & Other production will see a more moderate 110,000 b/d rise same as 

2015. But Opec crude adds only about 960,000 b/d after surging 1.68 million b/d. 

 A key assumption is that Opec the financial pressure of lower oil price on balance of 

payments, and government budgets don’t spawn production-inhibiting upheavals.

 Iraqi growth, depending on KRG, a sputtering Libyan recovery and a surge from 

post-sanctions Iranian are responsible for most of the Opec crude increase.

 Demand responses will again be depressed by currency movements in favor of the 

dollar, devolution of subsidies. Supply varies with fiscal policy changes and financial 

health or lack thereof among producing companies, and any related asset transfers.

Supply-Demand Price Responses are Not the Whole Story

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
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 Russia’s surprise 2015 increase, set the stage for a 2016 decline, a delayed effect of 

sanctions/politics/prices helped by cheap ruble; China’s drop, Daqing final reckoning.

 Excluding Russia and China, only six other top 16 non-Opec producers are seen 

declining this year, many unrelated to price, one less than 2014, one more than 2015.

 Non-Opec growth has been dominated by the US -- 75% of 2014 and still 52% this 

year; but US growth dropped 628,000 b/d in 2015, 500,000 b/d is expected in 2016.  

US Shale is Not the Only, or even the Major, Supply in Play

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
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Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?

There are an Interesting Range of Supply-Demand Opinion

Sources: Energy Intelligence, Oil Market Intelligence, Feb.12'16; International 

Energy Agency, Oil Market Report, Feb.10'16; Opec Monthly Oil Market 

Report, Feb.11'16; US Energy Information Administration, Short Term Energy 

Outlook, Feb.9’16..

Sources: Energy Intelligence, Oil Market Intelligence, Sep.15'15; International 

Energy Agency, Oil Market Report, Sep.11'15; Opec Monthly Oil Market Report, 

Sep.14'15; US Energy Information Administration, Short Term Energy Outlook, 

Sep.9’15..
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Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?

 Since the fundamentals continue to be  

choppy, this year due to inventory rather 

than on and off optimism about S&D..

 Much of the work was already done on 

prices during 2nd half of 2014 and 2015, 

this year fundamentals catch up.

 Brent has been more volatile than WTI, 

since it is more global and geopolitics have 

a bigger Brent effect and WTI is more 

about better US shale supply logistics.  

 Last year’s Jan-Feb, Q2 and Q3 prices 

bumps, were based the on financial side 

positioning and expectations, ultimately 

merely delaying the supply adjustment 

process with hedge re-hedging.

 This year has already seen more of the 

same, this time is about low-probability 

production cuts.

Price Outlook for 2016 -- One Man’s View (subject to major changes without notice)

Month 2016 2015 2014 2016 2015 2014

Jan $33.14 $47.71 $108.12 $32.61 $47.33 $94.86 

Feb $29.75 $58.10 $108.91 $29.50 $50.72 $100.68 

Mar $29.50 $55.89 $107.48 $27.00 $47.85 $100.51 

Apr $33.00 $59.64 $107.66 $35.00 $54.38 $102.03 

May $27.25 $64.06 $109.52 $30.00 $59.37 $101.85 

Jun $32.50 $61.47 $111.80 $32.00 $59.83 $105.11 

Jul $30.75 $56.55 $106.86 $28.00 $50.93 $102.39 

Aug $34.25 $46.51 $101.61 $35.00 $42.89 $96.08 

Sep $35.25 $47.61 $97.34 $37.50 $45.47 $93.03 

Oct $33.00 $48.42 $87.46 $35.50 $46.29 $84.34 

Nov $31.00 $48.93 $79.00 $32.00 $45.97 $75.81 

Dec $31.50 $39.07 $62.33 $33.00 $37.33 $59.29 

Avg. $31.74 $52.83 $99.01 $32.26 $49.03 $93.00 

Outlook for 2016 Benchmark Crude Oil Prices

ICE Brent Front Month WTI Front Month
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Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?

The Evolution of 2015-16 Prices Is Anything But Smooth

Source: Jan.’15 - New York Energy Forum, "2015 Oil Market Outlook"; Feb.’15 - CSIS, "Energy Market Impacts of Low Oil Prices"; Mar’15 - Saudi 

Aramco Energy Week, "Global Oil Markets in a New Lower Oil Price 'Shale Era"'; Apri’15 - CERI World Oil Conference, "Energy Market Impacts of 

Low Oil Prices"; May’15 - client presentations in London, Paris and Madrid, "Energy Market Impacts of Low Oil Prices"; Jun’15 - client presentations 

in Houston, "Shale Era Challenges Oil Market Traditional Structures"; Sep’15 - client presentations in Europe. Nov-Dec’15 Houston clients, China 

International Oil & Gas Trade Congress, Tokyo client presentations, Jan’16 – New York Energy Forum; Feb’16 CSIS, All by David Knapp.
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 For us, Saudi/Opec’s strategy has always had a longer-term component: to assure oil’s

role into the next decade and beyond, maybe with accelerated Saudi production rates.

 Arguably the bigger “success” for the market share strategy is delays and cancellations 

of the next tranche of competing non-Opec oil from deepwater and to a lesser extent 

the Arctic not the immediate reversal of US shale area growth..

 The small surplus from 2014 is expected reach 1.79 million b/d this year and a further 

1.97 million b/d in 2016, coming down in 2017 and turning modestly negative in 2018. 

Current trends of non-Opec project cancellations, and lack of Opec capacity additions 

outside of Iraq, Iran and a couple of Gulf members, significant deficits appear by 2020. 

 Accumulated inventories and growing non-OECD Asian SPR give some protection, but 

anticipatory higher price toward the end of the decade are quite likely.

Current Supply-Demand Response Only Half the Story

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
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 Focus on US Shale: The Main Agent of Change for Oil Markets

 US oil shale area production is reversing a multi-decade decline

 Eagle Ford and Bakken core areas dominate

 More vertically diverse Permian and horizontally spread Niobrara contribute

 High-grading is keeping up momentum in sweet spots, at expense of future 

performance of main shales marginal areas and secondary shales

 The longer the oil price experiment takes, the more difficult shale’s return

 Financial factors will determine who stays and who goes; break-even costs 

don’t matter as much as debt-equity ratios, debt service costs, values of 

reserve collateral

 Asset reallocation is a victim of “slower for longer” on hopes that an oil price 

surge comes to the rescue; sellers are plentiful, buyers almost non-existent

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
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 North Dakota has moved into the #2 position 

behind Texas, surging ahead of decliners 

Alaska and California.

 Alaska has dropped behind California and  

is at barely more than a quarter of its peak.

 The country as a whole is not much more 

than half its 1971 peak, while Texas is fast 

closing on a new state record..

 But besides North Dakota, New Mexico and 

Colorado are making new peaks and are 

expected to do so for several more years.

 Some small producer states are also at or 

close to records; South Dakota, Missouri

and Utah.

 Many states are at less than 10% of their 

peaks, but a few of them have some shale 

exposure. For all states, declines in the very 

mature conventional areas are being 

accelerated by low prices.

A Reconfigured US Oil Production Landscape

The US was an aging oil province, now reinvigorated by oil shale

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
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The US Light, Tight Oil Surge Has Changed the Global Oil Market

The US shale liquids are dominated by North Dakota and Texas

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
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 Geographically, the Bakken area is a part of the larger 

Williston Basin extending into Montana and Saskatchewan 

containing a number of other productive sands but nothing 

close to the productivity of the Bakken/Three Forks.

 Bakken output, primarily using the same method as shale 

areas, is now 90% of state output -- vs. 95% midyear.

 With Bakken’s remote location/short pipeline capacity, rail 

costs have become more important than production costs. 

With its harsh climate and small population as additional 

disadvantages the North Dakota Bakken remains on the 

front lines of price-induced production cuts.

 Reliance on rail transport comes with tightened crude oil 

quality standards, while shut-in of some oil is due to flaring 

restriction and lack of gas off-take capacity.

 Producers are cutting spending but continue to exercise 

drilling options to hold leases but not completing some 

wells. Some already-completed wells are not hooked up 

yet for lack offtake space.

Understanding the Bakken “Shale” Oil Area

Key US growth area

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
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 Bakken is conventional oil in a shale 

environment, Permian is a mixed 

shale/non-shale play with the non-shale 

portion dominant.

 Shale zones account for most of the Eagle 

Ford area liquids under 23 counties in 

eastern and southern Texas, 12 fields 

currently produce liquids often from under 

multiple countries. Output now exceeds 1.5 

million. Infrastructure is highly developed, 

the political environment strongly positive

 The Eagleville field is by far the most 

productive, responsible for more than 75% 

of the liquids output of the Eagle Ford, 

other larger fields include Briscoe Ranch, 

De Witt and Sugarkane.

 Supply logistics are highly developed 

skilled labor is of the highest order and the 

local communities are exceedingly 

cooperative. Nearby refineries are ready 

customers and exports are now possible.

The Texas Eagle Ford the “True Shale Play”

Location and developed infrastructure give it an advantage over the Bakken

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
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 Virtually all of New Mexico’s oil output 

comes from two counties, Lea and 

Eddy, with  only small amounts from 

Chavez and county all n the southeast 

corner of the state. Northeast corner is 

a gas area.

 Five of Texas’ Delaware Basin Permian 

sands cross the border into New 

Mexico and are being exploited by a 

number of small and medium sized 

companies.

 Water resources are an issue but the 

state is generally seen, like Texas and 

North Dakota, remains “development 

friendly.” Shale growth dominates 

declines from non-shale areas.

Two Other States Are Contributing to the Shale Revolution

New Mexico and Colorado have seen localized but significant gains

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?

 Colorado has a much larger number of basins, but only the Denver-Julesburg  (DJ) in the northeast part of 

the state is a significant shale liquids area, primarily Niobrara shale in the Wattenberg field .. 

 Colorado’s other large conventional field Rangely in the Piceance Basin has been in decline for a number 

of years. The state is decidedly split and is a battleground on hydraulic fracturing.

 A number of D-J fields have potential to contribute and there are a couple of other untapped Niobrara 

basins like the North Park Basin in the north central part of the state and some of the western basins.
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 No Oil Market is an Island

 The advent of paper markets brings with it asset allocation influences

 Physical market interactions have also become more intense

 Oil also lives in a world of inter-fuel and inter-factor competition

 Headline driven oil price movements are increasingly financial

 But classic geopolitics still can paly a supporting (or depressing) role

 One great irony of the current oil market is Middle East geopolitics  

being more threatening than ever while oil production makes records 

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
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 Physical balances and supply logistics, are not 

only affected by the physical market but 

interact in a dynamic way with financial drivers. 

 Correlations between factors that affect oil 

prices are very sporadic, flipping from very 

tight to virtually zero from year to year or 

month to month, tightening and loosening. In 

general, physical market factors dominate 

trends. If strangely oil prices and the economy.

 But financial factors and the market sentiment 

they reflect still matter in variations around the 

trend - i.e, all too frequent “dead cat bounces.” 

“Outside” Influences on Oil Markets and Prices

Financial drivers, geopolitics, domestic policies and regulation all play a role

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?

 Oil pricing in dollars enters currency into oil prices within physical markets, as products and labor 

costs usually in local currencies, a large cushion for depreciating non-dollar economies like Russia’s.

 For a net oil importing economy like the US, stock prices (the S&P) should be negatively affected by 

higher prices, but to the extent economic optimism or pessimism drive prices of both shares and oil, a 

counterintuitive positive correlation can and does result.

 Even if oil-dollar or S&P-oil correlations are flawed, trading strategies based on the perceived 

correlation, make the relationship self-fulfilling prophesies—until it doesn’t.

 Public policy similarly will push prices around, with economic stimulus, variations in price subsidies 

common examples. US state and local hydraulic fracturing rules are another.
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 Physical Markets Have Become More Complex, Higher Velocity

 Inside the physical oil market interactions between the Atlantic Basin 

and East of Suez markets interaction is complex, with gluts in both. 

 Light-sweet & heavy-sour differentials swinging cross-regional flows.

 Linkages between crude markets and product markets are dynamic 

as pricing power ebbs and flows. Product markets are gaining power.

 Refiners sit in the middle under their own external influences; 

transport logistic for crude & product, continuing environmental costs.

 Oil is also only one fuel choice in energy markets and energy is only 

one factor in the global production function.

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
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 Financial Market Drivers Now Often Dominate Physical Drivers

 The advent of paper markets brings with it asset allocation influences

 Events in stock markets, currencies, bond markets now can affect oil

 Interactions are complex -- what affects banks, affects oil lending

 China stock market crash, strong dollar, QE2: “The New Geopolitics”

 But old style Geopolitics are “alive and unwell”

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
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Details of Global Oil Demand & North American Oil Supply 2015-16

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
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Details of Opec Crude Oil Production 2015-16

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?
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Details of Non-Opec Oil Production Growth 2013-16

Where Are We Now vs a Year Ago?


